
Portrait Photographer

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Provide a creative approach to capturing, editing and processing professional images of digital 
photography.

Skills

Photography, Management.

Work Experience

Portrait Photographer
ABC Corporation  July 2005 – July 2010 
 Prepared framed images, photographic albums, printed pictures, etc.
 Contacted and scheduled photographic prospects, determining apt subjects, and discovering 

assorted locations (scenes) for capturing the exact images.
 Operated a wide range of Equipment; SB700 flash, Pocket Wizards plus III, Strobe lighting, soft

boxes, Camera attachments, tripods, etc., apart from the high-tech digital cameras D800, 
D700, D90, Prime, zoom and fisheye Lens etc.

 Implemented airbrushing and other required methods for resizing, colorizing, and enhancing 
the pictures along with their negatives.

 Getting actively involved in the investigation and study of newfound photography 
components or techniques.

 Complied portfolio and instructed new photographer on various photography techniques.
 Added appropriate captions, titles, or text to the images.

Portrait Photographer
Delta Corporation  2001 – 2005 
 Responsible for in studio portraits, soliciting business Software Adobe- Light room 2 and 3, 

Photoshop CS2 and CS5, Bridge, InDesign CS2 Mac OSX .
 May2012 Responsible for in studio portraits, answering phones, soliciting business.
 Portrait photography of high school seniors yearbook (drape &amp; tuxedo), cap and gown, 

and creative outfits.
 Setup, breakdown, and utilization of mobile studio lights and backgrounds.
 Take pictures of children, families, individuals or groups.
 Have knowledge of the photo packages that we offer, with enhancements, special 

promotional offers.
 Schedule appointments, set up equipment, keep records, and sometimes train new 

employees.

Education

Associate in Graphic Design - 2013(Palomar College - California)
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